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2008 Construction and Maintenance Projects
The BWA completed several construction and
maintenance projects in 2008.

Learn more about water by visiting the following Web sites. Many
of these sites offer resources for teachers and
children.

Benbrook Water
Authority
www.bwsa.org
Environmental Protection
Agency
www.epa.gov
Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality
www.tceq.state.tx.us
Texas Water
Development Board
www.twdb.state.tx.us

One of the main projects completed in 2008 was
the construction of a 24" water line from the
water treatment plant to the Sessums pump station. The project involved laying approximately
3,000 feet of pipe and included boring under I-20.
Installation of the line alleviated pressure issues
experienced in some areas when filling the Sessums storage tank.
The BWA also completed a bank stabilization
project on a portion of Mary's Creek in Ridglea
Country Club Estates. Gabion walls were installed
along a 300 foot section of the stream bank to
help control erosion and protect a BWA water
line that serves a portion of Ridglea Country Club
Estates. BWA received a grant from the Natural
Resources Conservation service to help fund this
project.
Maintenance projects included the inspection of
five storage tanks—North Elevated, Northwest
Elevated, Mont Del Elevated, Zollie Allen Elevated, and South Elevated. The roof of the Mont
Del tank was re-coated as a result of the inspec-

tions. Additionally, the filter media in eight of the
filter cells at the water treatment plant was replaced. BWA replaces the granular activated carbon in a portion of the filter cells each year, which
helps maintain water quality standards.
Field Services crews repaired 52 main breaks in
2008 and responded to 93 sewer stoppage calls.
BWA crews replaced 509 feet of water line, 167
feet of sewer line, 9 gate valves, and 2 fire hydrants. A total of 80 new meters were set during
the year.
In April 2009, the Board of Directors approved a
contract for professional services with Freese &
Nichols for the U.S. Highway 377 (Benbrook
Boulevard) Water and Sewer Utility Relocation.
The contract covers Phase I of the project, which
includes working with the Texas Department of
Transportation to identify the lines requiring relocations due to the proposed widening of US 377,
determining where to relocate the lines, and identifying easement requirements for the relocated
facilities. The contract amount is not to exceed
$60,510. The actual construction project is expected to begin in 2012.

American Water Works
Association
www.awwa.org
www.drinktap.org
Water Environment
Federation
www.wef.org
Texas Water
Conservation Association
www.twca.org

BWA Continues to Receive TOP Award Recognition
The BWA continues to be recognized by the
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
(TCEQ) for participation in the Texas Optimization Program (TOP). This award recognizes water
treatment plants that voluntarily work to exceed
the minimum requirements set by the State of
Texas for water clarity. The TOP award is one of
the highest awards a water system can receive
from the TCEQ. Each time that a plant meets the
extremely stringent recognition criteria continuously for six consecutive months, the TCEQ presents the water system with a TOP recognition

award. The BWA has received four consecutive
recognition awards since it began participating in
the program in 2007. The goal of optimization is
to lower the risk of waterborne disease by reducing the number of pathogenic organisms that
could pass through a treatment plant. Since the
program's inception in 1998, only 12 plants have
been recognized. BWA treatment plant operators
are to be commended for their dedication and
diligence in pursuing and maintaining TOP recognition.
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The Treatment Process

The BWA obtains its drinking water from ground and surface water sources. It comes from the following Lake/River/Reservoir/
Aquifer: Paluxy, Trinity, Clear Fork Trinity River, and Lake Benbrook. TCEQ completed an assessment of our source water and
results indicate that some of our sources are susceptible to certain
contaminants. The sampling requirements for our water system
are based on this susceptibility and contaminants and previous
sample data. Any detection of these contaminants will be found in
this report. If we receive or purchase water from another system,
their susceptibility is not included in this assessment. For more
information on source water assessments and protection efforts at
our system, please contact us.

1.

Reservoirs: Benbrook water comes primarily from Benbrook Lake.

2.

Raw Water Pump Station: When high production is
needed (over 8.0 MGD) pumps are used to bring water
from Benbrook Lake to the treatment plant.

3.

Algae and Taste and Odor Control: Chemicals are
added to the raw water to help reduce algae and taste and
odor causing compounds in the water.

4.

Primary Disinfection: Chlorine Dioxide is added to
the raw water to kill bacteria and viruses.

5.

Pre-Sedimentation: Heavy solids such as sand settle
out of the raw water.

6.

Rapid Mixing Chamber: Chemicals called coagulants
are added to the water and cause small particles in the
water to adhere to each other.

7.

Flocculation Chambers: These particles are slowly
mixed in a series of chambers that cause them to become
large and heavy enough to sink.

8.

Sedimentation Basin: The large particles travel down a
long basin and sink to the bottom in a process called clarification. The particles are collected by a scraper system at
the bottom of the basin, then are removed and sent to the
sanitary sewer collection system.

9.

Filtration: The clarified water is treated with a small
dose of chlorine then passes through filters which contain
24" of granular activated carbon and 12" of silica sand for
ultra fine particle removal and additional taste and odor
control.

10. Final Disinfection: Chlorine is added to the filtered
water to provide final disinfection and residual disinfection
that remains in the water all the way to our customers.
11. Storage: The finished water is then transferred into 2
storage tanks that can hold up to 3 million gallons. The
water is then pumped into the distribution system and to
the customer.
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BWA Water Is Safe

About the Following Pages

Benbrook Water Authority (BWA) is committed to providing
residents with a safe and reliable supply of high quality drinking
water. As you read this report, you will learn that the water
delivered to your tap meets or exceeds all state and federal
water quality standards. The analysis was made by using the
data from the most recent U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) required tests and is presented in the attached
pages.

The pages that follow list all of the federally regulated or
monitored constituents which have been found in your
drinking water. U.S. EPA requires water systems to test for
up to 97 constituents.

Drinking water, including bottled water, may reasonably be
expected to contain at least small amounts of some contaminants. The presence of contaminants does not necessarily indicate that water poses a health risk. More information about
contaminants and potential health effects can be obtained by
calling the EPA’s Safe Drinking Water Hotline at 800-426-4791.
Many constituents which are often found in drinking water can
cause taste, color, and odor problems. The taste and odor
constituents are called secondary constituents and are regulated by the State of Texas, not the EPA. These constituents
are not causes for health concerns and are not required to be
reported in this document, but may greatly affect the appearance and taste of your water. The Tarrant Regional Water
District and BWA continually study the best way to remove
these tastes and odors and treat the water.

Understanding the Tables
The following list explains the terms used in the tables:
MCLG (Maximum Contaminant Level Goal)—the level
of a contaminant in drinking water below which there is no
known or expected risk to health. MCLGs allow for a margin
of safety.
MCL (Maximum Contaminant Level)—the highest permissible level of a contaminant in drinking water. MCLs are
set as close to the MCLGs as feasible using the best available
treatment technology.
MRDL (Maximum Residual Disinfectant Level)—the
highest level of disinfectant allowed in drinking water. There is
convincing evidence that addition of a disinfectant is necessary
for control of microbial contaminants.
MRDLG (Maximum Residual Disinfectant Level Goal)
—the level of a drinking water disinfectant below which there
is no known or expected risk to health. MRDLGs do not
reflect the benefits of the use of disinfectants to control microbial contamination.
Treatment Technique (TT)—a required process intended
to reduce the level of a contaminant in drinking water.
Action Level (AL)—the concentration of a contaminant
which, if exceeded, triggers treatment or other requirements
which a water system must follow.
Turbidity—a measure of the cloudiness of water. We monitor it because it is a good indicator of the effectiveness of our
filtration system.

Health Information for Special Populations
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) requires the following statement be printed in all annual water quality reports.
Some people may be more vulnerable to contaminants in drinking
water than the general population. Immune-compromised persons such as persons with cancer undergoing chemotherapy, persons who have undergone organ transplants, people with HIV/
AIDS or other immune system disorders, some elderly, and infants can be particularly at risk from infections. These people
should seek advice about drinking water from their health care
providers. EPA/Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) guidelines on appropriate means to lessen the risk of infection by cryptosporidium and other microbial contaminants are
available from the Safe Drinking Water Hotline (800-426-4791).

Abbreviations
NTU—Nephelometric Turbidity Units.
MFL—million fibers per liter ( a measure of asbestos).
pCi/l—picocuries per liter ( a measure of radioactivity).
ppm—parts per million, or milligrams per liter (mg/l).
ppb—parts per billion, or micrograms per liter (ug/l).
ppt—parts per trillion, or nanograms per liter.
ppq—parts per quadrillion, or picograms per liter.
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BWA Has New Option for Raw Water
The Tarrant Regional Water District’s East Texas Pipeline connecting Richland Chambers Lake and Cedar Creek Lake to Eagle Mountain Lake was completed in 2008. The pipeline runs through Benbrook. BWA was given a tap onto this line and now has the ability
to treat water coming from the pipeline. We will be able to switch
over to the East Texas pipeline when we are experiencing water
quality issues in Lake Benbrook.
The ability to treat East Texas water is a real bonus for BWA,
which has been dealing with water quality issues from Lake Benbrook on and off for the past 15 years or so. The addition of the
pipeline gives BWA the ability to switch to the better of the two
raw water sources with the simple turn of a valve. BWA staff has
been monitoring the quality of both water sources and will switch
between the two as needed throughout the year.
Tarrant Regional Water District's pump station at Lake
Benbrook.

New State Regulations for Irrigation Systems
Starting January 2009, irrigators in Texas will have to incorporate a few more ‘to-dos’ in their pursuit to install an irrigation
system.
H.B. 1656, a bill mandating all cities with populations of 20,000
or more to regulate irrigators and irrigation systems, was signed
into Texas law in June 2007. The new law, requiring the Texas
Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) to adopt rules
which became effective January 2009, provides that:
•
•
•

oversight and direction” by a licensed individual. For more
information on how these new regulations affect new irrigation
installations in Benbrook, please contact the BWA at
817.249.1250.

Each participating city adopt standards and specifications
for designing, installing, and operating irrigation systems.
Irrigation installations receive onsite supervision by a licensed individual.
All new installations must undergo inspection and approval
by a licensed irrigation inspector (from the municipality or
associated water district) or licensed plumbing inspector.

“Texas irrigators will have to do away with ‘comfort zone’ installations, and ensure proper head spacing, uniformity, and
pressure requirements are met,” said Jeffrey Knight, education
manager for Ewing Irrigation and a Texas Licensed Irrigator.
“Irrigators can no longer cut corners. There will be a new system for checks and balances for our industry.”
The two primary propositions that stirred up debate at the
law’s rulemaking hearing in Austin last year dealt with the
“supervision” and “inspection” of an installation. To ensure the
minimum standards and specifications for designing, installing
and operating irrigation systems are met by irrigators, the rules
indicate that each installation will need to have “on-the-job

"Texas irrigators will have to do away with
‘comfort zone’ installations, and ensure
proper head spacing, uniformity, and pressure requirements are met"
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Mary's Creek Streambank Stabilization
Contractor crewmembers work on installing gabion walls
along Mary's Creek to stabilize the bank and protect a
BWA water line.

Water Line Repair
BWA employees work to repair a water line break in a
Benbrook neighborhood.

24" Sessums Pump Station Water Line
A welder works on the new 24" water line connecting
the Water Treatment Plant to the Sessums Pump Station.
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Indoor Conservation Tips

Outdoor Conservation Tips

Indoors:
• Install aerators—these little devices are very inexpensive and can reduce your sink water consumption
by 50%.
• Wash only full loads in the dishwasher and clothes
washer. This saves water AND energy.
• Install low-flow shower heads and limit shower time
to around 5 minutes.
• Avoid running the faucet while brushing your teeth
and shaving.
• Don’t use running water to thaw meat or other frozen foods. Defrost them overnight in the refrigerator.
• Avoid using your toilet as a wastebasket.
• Put food coloring in your toilet tank. If it seeps into
the toilet bowl without flushing, you have a leak.
Fixing it can save up to 1,000 gallons a month.
• Repair all leaks immediately. A dripping faucet can
waste an estimated 2 gallons of water per hour.
• Shorten your shower by a minute or two and you'll
save up to 150 gallons per month.
• When cleaning out fish tanks, give the nutrient-rich
water to your plants.
• Know where your master water shut-off valve is located. This could save water and prevent damage to
your home.
• Toilets are the number one user of indoor water.
Consider replacing older toilets (pre 1992) with
newer water efficient models - this alone could save
as much as 5 gallons per flush.
• When shopping for a new clothes washer, compare
resource savings among Energy Star models. Some
of these can save up to 20 gallons per load, and energy too.
• Insulate hot water pipes for more immediate hot
water at the faucet and for energy savings.
• Wash your fruits and vegetables in a pan of water
instead of running water from the tap.
• When running a bath, plug the tub before turning the
water on, then adjust the temperature as the tub fills
up.

Outdoors:
• Water early in the morning or late in the evening
(before 10 a.m. or after 6 p.m.). When you water in
the heat of the day, up to 30% of your water can be
lost to evaporation.
• Avoid over-watering your lawn. Putting 1" of water
on your lawn every 5 to 7 days will encourage deep
root systems and make for healthier grass.
• Give your sprinklers a rest on windy days to avoid
overspray and water loss due to evaporation.
• Be sure to check your sprinkler or irrigation systems
regularly for any leaks and fix them.
• Use native and adapted plants that thrive on less
water. These water-stingy plants are drought tolerant and easy to maintain.
• Don't cut grass too short during hot weather. Taller
grass holds moisture better and slows down evaporation.
• Add a three to four inch layer of organic mulch, such
as bark or wood chips, in flower beds or around trees
and shrubs to hold in moisture and limit weed
growth.
• Avoid over-fertilizing your lawn. This will increase
your need for water.
• Winterize outdoor spigots when temperatures dip
below freezing to prevent pipes from leaking or
bursting.
• Install a rain sensor on your irrigation controller so
your system won't run when it's raining.
• Use a broom instead of a hose to clean your driveway and sidewalk and save water every time.
• Group plants with the same watering needs together
to avoid overwatering some while underwatering
others.
• Aerate your lawn at least once a year so water can
reach the roots rather than run off the surface.
• Wash your car on the lawn, and you'll water your
lawn at the same time.
• Consult with your local nursery for information on
plant selection and placement for optimum outdoor
water savings.
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We’re on the web!
www.bwsa.org

This is your annual report on drinking water quality. It details
where your water comes from, what it contains, and how that
compares with regulatory standards.
This report may seem complex and confusing. There are federal
and state requirements on what information is provided and
how it is presented. Benbrook water meets or is better than all
state and federal water quality standards for protecting public
health.

